Large-scale expansion of failure areas in rocks surrounding underground cavities causes severe destruction of the underground space and may trigger serious disasters. To study the large-scale failure mechanism and expansion laws of rocks surrounding underground cavities, we performed a theoretical study of the distribution characteristics of the stress field around a circular cavity and determined the directional sharp-point failure mechanism by analysing the stress destructive power using the three elements of the Mohr circle. Results showed that, along the circumferential direction, the stress destructive power increases first and then decreases, showing a sharp-angular distribution. Rock with any properties will suffer priority damage at the stress sharp point. The direction criterion of the stress sharp points was proposed, and the direction of these points showed a convergent behaviour in the radial direction of the cavity, tending to be stable at 40 ∘ -50 ∘ beyond five times the cavity radius. In addition, the results were verified by FLAC 3D numerical simulation. The theoretical analysis for the ideal circular cavity may provide references to study the damage laws of rocks surrounding other irregular-shaped space, as well as providing a theoretical basis for the prevention and control of underground engineering disasters.
Introduction
Groundwater erosion, deep magmatic activities, karst processes, and other crustal geological activities lead to a large number of large-scale caverns in the underground rock strata [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the extraction of underground resources, a large number of engineering holes have been formed artificially, such as roadways, gas drainage boreholes, and oil and natural gas drillings [5] [6] [7] [8] . As a natural heterogeneous geological material, rock contains many microscopic cavities, cracks, joints, and other defects, and the cavity is one of the basic forms of micro-defects in rocks [9, 10] . Studying the damage laws of rock surrounding a cavity is important for understanding the occurrence mechanism of geological disaster, maintaining the stability of underground engineering space, and preventing underground engineering disasters.
Two previous studies on the damage laws of rocks surrounding have been conducted. The first one focused on the mechanical properties and the crack development process of pre-cavity rock specimen, and the second one focused on the failure laws and the stability of the rock surrounding an excavation space in an underground engineering field.
Research on the mechanical response of pre-cavity rock specimens mainly focused on the initiation and development process of the crack around a circular cavity [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . With the development of experimental techniques, many researchers have used microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, acoustic emission, high-speed photography, and other experimental methods, combined with numerical simulation, to study the crack propagation laws [16] [17] [18] [19] . The results show that the existence of void defects has a great impact on the mechanical properties and fracture of rocks. In particular, most of the stress loading in previous research was under a uniaxial loading condition [20] [21] [22] . Although triaxial loading conditions have been used in some laboratory and numerical simulation tests [23, 24] , owing to the lack of corresponding theoretical 2 Figure 1: Circular-shaped roadway plastic zones under different stress conditions [25] .
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guidance, the loading methods are heavily restricted. The test conditions determined that the test block should have a small scale, and the test results are affected by other interference factors. The results of the large-scale failure around a cavity are difficult to perform in the laboratory.
In an infinite underground space, roadways can be regarded as cavities in the underground rock stratum. So far, much field experience and many useful research results on the damage laws of the rock surrounding a roadway have been obtained. According to the engineering geological conditions and the disaster characteristics of the rock surrounding a roadway, many scholars payed more attention to the destruction laws in the area of the roof, floor, and two gangs [26] [27] [28] [29] . Under general geological conditions, the depth of a roadway is relatively shallow and the confining pressure is small. In this way, the damage range of the rock surrounding is not large. The research scope for the failure laws of the rock surrounding a roadway is basically limited to within five times the roadway radius. However, for serious disasters, such as roadway large deformation, rock-burst, coal and gas outburst, and mine shock, the rock surrounding a roadway is under complicated geological conditions, and its damage scope is very large, perhaps reaching more than 10 or even several dozen times the roadway radius [30] [31] [32] . Ma et al. pointed out that the failure zone of the rock surrounding a roadway would expand widely in an environment with soft rock and high partial stress, and they obtained the 'butterflyshaped' distribution of a large-scale destruction area through numerical simulation [25, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , as illustrated in Figure 1 (vertical stress: P Z =20MPa; roadway radius: r=2.5m; rock cohesion: C=3MPa; rock internal friction angle: =25 ∘ ). Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the shapes of the roadway plastic zone when the surrounding rock was slightly damaged, and Figure 1 (c) shows a butterfly-shaped plastic zone when the rock surrounding is extensively damaged. When the damage area was small, it was almost uniformly distributed around the roadway. When the damage area scope was extended to a certain range, it was in a sharp-angular distribution with an obvious angle and direction. It can be seen that the failure propagation laws of the surrounding rock were completely different when the failure scope around a cavity was different. The phenomena of sharp-point failure around a roadway, such as the butterfly-shaped plastic zone, have been discussed in existing literature studies. However, the findings were mostly the results of numerical simulation calculation. The formation mechanism and propagation laws of the sharppoint failure remain unclear, and research on the sharp-point failure propagation direction is insufficient. Therefore, it is necessary to study the mechanism and propagation rules of large-scale failure around a cavity.
In this work, the mechanisms and propagation laws of rock surrounding underground circular cavities subjected to large-scale failure were studied. The distribution laws of the stress field around a circular cavity were studied, and failure laws of the surrounding rock under different stress conditions were explored according to the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion. The impact of the lateral pressure coefficient on the failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity was studied, and the lateral pressure coefficient varied from 2 to 10 to uniaxial compression condition. To study the damaged region expansion laws, we varied the influence range of the circular cavity from 2 to 40 times the cavity radius. The relationship between the damaged region expansion direction and the stress field was studied, and the directional sharp-point failure mechanism was determined.
Distribution Characteristics of the Circumferential Stress Field around a Circular Cavity
The sharp angle failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity is related to the distribution characteristics of the stress field. To understand the mechanism of sharp-point failure, we need to fully study the distribution characteristics of the stress field around a circular cavity. . . Mechanical Model. In reality, underground conditions are complex and changeable. To facilitate research and find rules more easily, we need to make the following assumptions: the length of the circular cavity is much larger than its diameter and is considered to be infinite; the horizontal and vertical stresses do not change along the length, and the surrounding rock is a homogeneous continuous medium without creep and viscous behaviour. Therefore, the plane strain method can be used and take any section as a research representative of the infinite cavity [38] [39] [40] . The plane strain model is proposed to simplify the space problems in mechanics. In the model, only the strain in the plane is considered, whereas the strain in the vertical direction is neglected. On the basis of the assumptions on the circular cavity and surrounding rock conditions, the axial strain of the circular cavity can be neglected. A plane strain model of the rock surrounding a circular cavity in a nonuniform stress field was developed and is shown in Figure 2 .
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In the figure, is the circular cavity radius, and are the polar coordinates of any point in the coordinate system, P is the vertical stress, and the horizontal stress is obtained by the product of the lateral pressure coefficient and the vertical stress P. According to the statistical results of the measured data [41, 42] , in the actual underground stress field, the general horizontal stress was greater than the vertical stress. In many cases, the ratio of the horizontal stress to the vertical stress was more than 2, and the maximum could be even up to 30. Under some special conditions, when the vertical stress is greater than the horizontal stress, the equivalence study method can be used by rotating the model by 90
∘ . For convenience, the study considered only the condition in which the side pressure coefficient was greater than 1, as shown in formula (1).
According to previous results from elastic mechanics [43, 44] , the solutions at any point around a circular cavity in a nonuniform stress field were obtained, as expressed in formula (2):
where , , and are the radial, tangential, and shearing stresses, respectively, of every point in the coordinate system. After the material was destroyed, the original stresses were transferred and rebalanced. The stress state in the damaged area was the result of the original elastic stress being rebalanced after material failure and pressure relief. The failure mechanism revealed the cause of the damage; therefore, it is necessary to study the distribution law of the elastic stress field before the failure of the surrounding rock.
. . ree Elements of the Mohr Circle
Determining the Material Failure. The purpose of studying the stress field is to determine the surrounding rock failure laws. The stress solutions around a circular cavity in formula (2) could not directly reflect these laws; therefore, it is meaningless to study stress solutions without considering the strength criterion. In this study, the Mohr-Coulomb strength theory was used, as shown in Figure 3 , where 1 and 3 are the maximum and minimum principal stresses, respectively, of the element; C is the rock cohesion; and is the rock internal friction angle. According to the results from elastic mechanics studies [25, 36] , the maximum and minimum principal stresses can be expressed as formula (3).
Different stress states lead to different abilities for destroying a rock. The materials have the strength to overcome the stress, and, accordingly, the stresses also have the abilities to destroy the material. Therefore, the concept of stress destructive power is proposed in this paper. This power indicates the damage capacity of different stresses to the same material under the condition of the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion. In a single direction, the stress size can measure the stress destructive power. However, under the condition of the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion, the stress size in a single direction cannot measure the destructive power of the stress state. For example, under the condition of the same rock material, when the maximum and minimum principal stresses at a particular point are both large, the Mohr circle radius is small and the centre coordinate is large. The Mohr circle does not easily intersect with the strength envelope of the material; therefore, the stress has little destructive power. The rock destruction is determined by the relative position of the stress Mohr circle and by the strength envelope of the rock material: the elements are destroyed when they intersect or are tangent to one another and are in the elastic state when they are separated. The centre coordinates, radius, and tangent slope through the origin of the Mohr circle determine its properties; since these parameters directly reflect the stress destructive power, they are called the three elements of the Mohr circle and they determine the material failure.
( ) e Mohr Circle Centre Coordinates. In Figure 3 , under the condition of a certain radius, the smaller the centre abscissa is, the easier the Mohr circle intersects with the strength envelope of the material, and the greater the stress destructive power is. The abscissa and ordinate of the Mohr circle centre can be represented by and m , respectively, as expressed in formula (4).
( ) e Mohr Circle Radius. In Figure 3 , under the condition of a certain centre, the greater the radius is, the easier the Mohr circle intersects with the strength envelope of the material, and the greater the stress destructive power is. The Mohr circle radius can be represented by r m , as expressed in formula (5).
( ) e Tangent Slope through the Origin of the Mohr Circle.
In Figure 3 , when the Mohr circle centre moves or the radius changes, the tangent slope through the origin will be changed. When the centre and the radius are not fixed, the stress destructive power can be evaluated by the tangent slope through the origin. The Mohr circle tangent slope through the origin can be represented by k m , as expressed in formula (6).
The three elements of the Mohr circle determine the relative position of the stress Mohr circle and the strength envelope of the rock material and can be used to evaluate the stress destructive power.
. . Distribution Characteristics of the Circumferential Stress
Field. The sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity is related to the distribution characteristics of the stress field around the cavity. According to the above analysis, the three elements of the Mohr circle can be used to evaluate the stress destructive power. The distribution laws of these elements will be studied below, and those of the stress destructive power around the circular cavity will be presented.
The stress distribution laws are studied by confirming the stress state of each point in the space position, and a different spatial arrangement will produce a different result of the stress distribution. The nonuniform characteristics of the sharp-point failure zone of the surrounding rock are measured with the circular outline of the cavity. Namely, the failure zone of the rock surrounding is located in the local area around the cavity. Therefore, the circumferential direction around the circular cavity is taken as a spatial layout.
The plane strain stress model of the rock surrounding a circular cavity in Figure 2 is an axial symmetrical model; therefore, it is only needed to study the distribution laws of the stress field in the first quadrant. The polar coordinate needs to satisfy formula (7).
. . . Distribution of the Mohr Circle Centre Coordinates. According to formula (4), the ordinate of the Mohr circle centre is always 0, and it is only needed to study the abscissa distribution laws. On the basis of formulas (2), (3), and (4), the expression for the Mohr circle centre abscissa is obtained.
Figures 4 and 5 are the ( ) distribution curves in different radius circumferential positions around a cavity with a fixed side pressure coefficient ( =3), and under the condition of different side pressure coefficient with fixed radius circumferential positions (r=3a), respectively. Formula (8) contains the common factor P in each of the items; therefore, the multiple of P is used as the ordinate in the figures. According to increases monotonously with from =1.5 to =5. According to formula (8) , under a determined ground stress condition, the vertical and horizontal stresses are certain, P and are constant, the function cos 2 decreases monotonically on the domain (0, / ), and ( ) increases monotonically on the domain in the circumferential direction with any radius. Therefore, the function ( ) increases monotonically on the domain (0, /2) in the circumferential direction with any radius and under the condition of an arbitrary stress environment.
. . . Distribution of the Mohr Circle Radius.
On the basis of formulas (2), (3), and (5), the expression of the Mohr circle radius can be expressed as
where, (2), (3), and (6), the expression of the Mohr circle tangent slope through the origin can be expressed as
where, increasing from =1.5 to =5. Presumably, the function k m ( ) is a convex function on the domain (0, / ) in the circumferential direction with any radius and under the condition of an arbitrary stress environment. 
Mechanism of the Sharp-Point Failure of the Rock Surrounding a Circular Cavity
The stress field around a circular cavity has obvious distribution characteristics in the circumferential direction. In an arbitrarily determined ring position, from 0 to /2, ( ) increases monotonically, and r m ( ) and k m ( ) are convex functions that increase first and then decrease gradually with a maximum point. The stress field distribution law around a circular cavity determines the sharp-point failure characteristics of the surrounding rock. The mechanism of the sharp-point failure will be illustrated in detail.
According to the distribution law of the stress field around a circular cavity, in an arbitrarily determined ring position, from 0 to / , the stress field is divided into three regions, as shown in Figure 10 . The polar angles corresponding to the maximum points on the k m ( ) and r m ( ) curves are recorded as Am and Cm , respectively. With Am and Cm as the dividing lines, the stress field around a circular cavity is divided into three regions, namely, A, B, and C.
According to the diagram of the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion in Figure 3 , the monotonicity of the functions r m / and k m is the same. ( ) increases monotonically, and r m ( ) increases first and then decreases; therefore, the maximum point on the r m / curve must appear before the maximum point on the k m curve. <
With Am and Cm as the dividing lines, the stress field around a circular cavity is divided into three regions: the range of region A meets the condition of 0≤ < Am , the range of region B meets the condition of Am ≤ ≤ Cm , and the range of region C meets the condition of Cm < ≤ / . The stress destructive power characteristics of the stress field in different regions will be analysed in detail as follows. Figure 11 . As we all know, the rock cohesion is greater than 0; for any rock material that is likely to be damaged at points A1 and A2, its shear envelope line L must intersect first with the Mohr circle at point A2. Any rock material will take precedence over failure under the stress condition at point A2. The stress destructive power at point A2 is stronger than that at point A1. Since A1 and A2 are any two points on the same circumferential position in region A, the stress destructive power of a field in region A is gradually enhanced with the increase in the polar angle.
( ) Analysis of the Stress Destructive Power in Region C. Let C1 and C2 be any two points on the same circumferential position in region C, and let the corresponding polar angles be C and C , respectively, satisfying the condition C < C . According to the circumferential partition of the stress field around a circular cavity in Figure 10 , the function decreases monotonically in region C, and the functions r m and k m both decrease monotonically; therefore, the following conditions are met: ( C )< ( C ), r m ( C )>r m ( C ), and k m ( C )>k m ( C ). A discrimination diagram of the stress destructive power in region C was made, as shown in Figure 12 . Because the rock cohesion is greater than 0, for any rock material that is likely to be damaged at points C1 and C2, its shear envelope line L must intersect first with the Mohr circle at point C1. Any rock material will take precedence over failure under the stress condition at point C1. Namely, the stress destructive power at point C1 is stronger than that at point C1. Since C1 and C2 are any two points on the same circumferential position in region C, the stress destructive power of the stress field in region C is gradually weakened with the increase in the polar angle. Figure 13 .
In Figure 13 , the Mohr circle radius at point B1 is smaller, whereas the Mohr circle tangent slope through the origin is greater. The shear envelope line L 1 of rock material will intersect first with the Mohr circle at point B2, whereas the shear envelope line L 2 of this material will intersect first with the Mohr circle at point B1. The relative strength of the stress destructive power at points B1 and B2 cannot be determined directly according to the inherent properties of the rock material.
The relative strength of the stress destructive power at points B1 and B2 cannot be determined by the relative size of the slope between the shear envelope of rock material and the common tangent of two Mohr circles, as shown in Figure 14 . When the slope of shear envelope L 2 of the rock material is greater than that of the common tangent L of two Mohr circles, L 2 will intersect first with the Mohr circle at point B1; therefore, the stress destructive power at point B1 is stronger than that at point B2. When the slope of the shear envelope L 1 of the rock material is less than that of the common tangent L of two Mohr circles, L 1 will intersect first with the Mohr circle at point B2; therefore, under this condition the stress destructive power at point B2 is stronger than that at point B1. According to the discrimination method of the stress destructive power for any two points in region B, the point with the strongest stress destructive power of the stress field in region B can be found.
In a certain circumferential position, the stress destructive power of the stress field in region A is gradually enhanced with the increase in the polar angle, whereas that in region C is gradually weakened with the increase in the polar angle. Since the three elements of the Mohr circle are continuous functions of the polar angle, the point with the strongest stress destructive power of the stress field must be located in region B. The polar angle corresponding to the point with the strongest stress destructive power on the circumferential position of r away from the cavity centre is defined as the stress sharp-point polar angle, which is expressed by t (r). The stress sharp-point angle is a function of the distance to the cavity centre, and a different circumferential position will correspond to a different stress sharp-point angle, as expressed in formula (14) .
Under the determined stress conditions, the circular cavity radius a, the vertical stress P, and the lateral pressure coefficient are all constants, and Am (r) and Cm (r) need to satisfy (15) and (16) the place where the stress destructive power is stronger. This is the mechanism of sharp-point failure in the rock surrounding a circular cavity, as shown in Figure 15 (a).
In Figure 15 (a), the solid circle represents the boundary of the circular cavity; the broken circle represents an arbitrary circumferential position around the cavity and the red area represents the stress destructive power in the circumferential position from 0 to / (the stress destructive power is given by the length from the cavity centre to the red area boundary under the same polar angle, showing a sharpangular distribution from 0 to / ). The blue area represents the shearing strength of the rock material (the shearing strength of the rock material is expressed by the length from the cavity centre to the blue area boundary, and the certain rock material has a particular shear strength; therefore, the blue area is a circular ring with an uniform distribution). The green area represents the rock failure zone (when the stress destructive power is greater than the shearing strength of the rock material, the rock material is destroyed). In the circumferential direction, the rock material would be destroyed near the stress sharp point, whereas that on the two sides is still in the elastic state owing to the weak stress destructive power. In the radial direction, according to Figures 6 and 8 , the stress destructive power of the stress sharp point in each circumferential direction is gradually weakened with the increase in the distance to the cavity centre, with the red area that goes beyond the blue area being smaller and smaller and the rock failure zone being narrower and narrower, and, in the end, failure occurs only at the stress sharp point at a certain circumferential position. The sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity is formed, as shown in Figure 15 (b).
Directional Distribution Characteristics of the Stress Sharp Points
According to the mechanism of the sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity, the sharp-point failure zone is the stress sharp point at the same circumferential position. The expansion direction of the rock surrounding a failure zone under the stress field around a circular cavity is always consistent with the direction of the stress sharp-point polar angle at the circumferential position. To determine the expansion direction of the rock surrounding a failure zone, we studied the distribution law of the stress sharp-point polar angle around a circular cavity. According to formula (14) , the stress sharp-point polar angle t (r) is determined by the polar angles corresponding to the maximum points on the k m ( ) and k m ( ) curves, Am (r) and Cm (r). Therefore, we can study the distribution laws of Am (r) and Cm (r) to learn about the distribution laws of the stress sharp-point polar angle and the expansion direction of the rock surrounding a failure zone. According to formulas (15) and (16), Am (r) and Cm (r) in an arbitrary circumferential position under an arbitrary stress condition can be calculated. The radial, tangential, and shearing stresses of every point in formula (2) all contain the P factor; therefore, the vertical stress P only affects the size of r m and k m and does not affect the location of their maximum points. At the same time, all of the parameters for r in formula (2) are expressions of r/a; therefore, the impact of the circular cavity radius does not need to be studied separately and r/a can be used to represent the distance from the circumferential position to the cavity centre. The lateral pressure coefficient and the distance to the cavity centre r/a are the only two factors that affect Am (r) and Cm (r); therefore, the stress sharp-point polar angle criterion can be expressed as follows.
Here, ( / , ) and ( / , ) need to satisfy (18) and (19), respectively.
According to formulas (9), (11), (18) , and (19), Am and Cm in an arbitrary circumferential position under an arbitrary stress condition can be calculated, and the stress sharp-point polar angle can also be determined. The distribution of Am and Cm can be obtained by theoretical calculation under the conditions that the lateral pressure coefficient varies from 2 to 10 and that the influence range of the circular cavity varies from 2 to 40 times the cavity radius, as shown in Figure 16 . The following results can be obtained from Figure 16: (i) In the nonuniform stress field, the distributions of Am and Cm show a similar convergent characteristic under a different lateral pressure coefficient; namely, the values of Am and Cm almost no longer change after the distance to the cavity centre exceeds five times the cavity radius.
(ii) The difference between the convergent values of Am and Cm is very small, and the maximum difference is within 5
∘ . The error of the stress sharp-point angle determined by formula (17) is within 2.5 ∘ , and it is reliable to determine the stress sharp-point position by using formula (17) .
(iii) According to the convergent characteristic of Am and Cm , it is speculated that the stress sharp-point angle will also be stable after the distance to the cavity centre exceeds five times the cavity radius. The distribution of the stress sharp points has directionality characteristics that are more than five times the cavity radius. Formula (2) is the stress solution around a circular cavity obtained with the rock in the fully elastic state. After the destruction of the rock material, the failure unit will enter the residual stress stage, and the stress in the failure area will be attenuated. Therefore, in this study, the elastic stress was used to measure the stress destructive power of the stress field around a circular cavity before the rock failure and then to predict how the failure zone would expand. To prove the reliability of the theoretical calculation of the stress sharp-point angle around a circular cavity by formula (17), we studied the sharp-point distribution laws of the elastic damage zone. The elastic damage zone is a damage area determined by the strength criterion without considering the effect of the damage zone on the elastic stress field [25, 36] . Therefore, the sharp-point position of the elastic damage zone is the position of the stress sharp point in the elastic stress field, as shown in Figure 17 . In Figure 17 , the stress sharppoint direction is expressed in t . According to Figure 16 , the difference between the convergent values increases gradually with the increase in the lateral pressure coefficient. To prove the universal applicability of formula (17), we studied the distribution of the sharp point under the condition of uniaxial compression, as shown in Figure 17 (c). The following results can be obtained from Figure 17 :
(i) The stress sharp points around a circular cavity are all distributed between Am and Cm ; therefore, it is reasonable to determine the position of the stress sharp point by using formula (17) .
(ii) The difference between the convergent values of Am and Cm is still very small under the condition of uniaxial compression, and the maximum error of the stress sharppoint angle determined by formula (17) is within 4 ∘ ; therefore, formula (17) has universal applicability in the nonuniform stress field.
(iii) The stress sharp-point direction shows a convergent behaviour, and it tends to be stable at 40 ∘ -50 ∘ beyond five times the cavity radius.
The stress sharp-point angle shows an obvious convergence characteristic, indicating that the sharp-point failure around a circular cavity in a nonuniform stress field is directional. The stress sharp-point angle will be basically stable beyond five times the cavity radius, and the failure zone will also expand in a fixed direction. The directional sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity is directly determined by the distribution characteristics of the stress field around a circular cavity, and the rock with any material properties will suffer priority damage at the stress sharp point.
Verification and Discussion
The mechanism of the directional sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity in a nonuniform stress field was determined by theoretical analysis, and the FLAC numerical simulation was used to verify the following three conclusions.
(1) Essence of the sharp-point failure: The sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity is completely determined by the special distribution of the stress field around the cavity, and it is independent of the rock properties. In a sufficiently strong stress field, the surrounding rock with any properties will form a sharp-point failure zone around a circular cavity.
(2) Directionality of the sharp-point failure zone: When the failure zone of the rock surrounding a circular cavity reaches a certain scope, the direction of the failure of the sharp-point angle tends to be stable and the failure zone will be expanded directionally.
(3) Sharp-point angle criterion: The sharp-point angle criterion has been determined by formulas (17) , (18) , and (19) . It is necessary to verify the rationality of the factors determined by the criterion and the accuracy of the formula.
To verify the above three conclusions, we designed three numerical simulation schemes in this study, as shown in Figure 18 . The first scheme proceeds as follows: Keeping the stress field unchanged, we studied the impact of rock material properties on the rock surrounding a sharp-point failure; the research indexes include the shapes of the plastic zone, the direction of the sharp-point plastic zone (expressed in v ), and the distance from the sharp-point plastic zone to the cavity centre (expressed in R). The purpose of this simulation scheme is to verify the essence of the sharppoint failure, the directionality of the sharp point, and the rationality of the factors determined by the sharp-point angle criterion, and also to determine the mechanism of the rock properties in the sharp-point failure. The second scheme proceeds as follows: Keeping the lateral pressure coefficient and the rock parameters unchanged, we studied the impact of the vertical stress on the rock surrounding a sharp-point failure. The purpose of this simulation scheme is to verify the directionality of the sharp point and the rationality of the factors determined by the sharp-point angle criterion, and also to determine the mechanism of the vertical stress in the sharp-point failure. The third scheme proceeds as follows: On the basis of the verification of schemes of 1 and 2, we studied the expanding direction of the sharp point under the condition of different lateral pressure coefficients. The purpose of this simulation scheme is to verify the rationality of the factors determined by the sharp-point angle criterion and to determine the mechanism of the factors in the sharppoint failure.
In the FLAC 3D model, the length unit is considered to be equal to the circular cavity radius, and the sizes of the threedimensional (3D) model are as follows: x:y:z=60:10:60 (the direction of y is the axial direction of the circular cavity). The failure of the rock surrounding an underground cavity is actually a 3D space problem. To make the theory solvable, we need to simplify it to a two-dimensional model. In the verification phase, the actual situation of the underground cavity was considered as much as possible and the 3D numerical models were used in this work.
. . Directional Sharp-Point Failure under Different Rock
Material Properties. According to the results of existing literature [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , the sharp-point failure is easy to form around a circular cavity under a stress field ( =3, P=20 MPa). Keeping the stress field unchanged ( =3, P=20 MPa), we selected nine types of rock materials with different mechanical properties for the simulation, as shown in Table 1 . The Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion was adopted in the simulation. The shear strength of the nine different rock materials increased gradually, and the common rock mechanics parameters were considered [28] [29] [30] [31] . The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 19 .
( ) Verification Analysis of the Essence of the Sharp-Point
Failure. In Figure 19 , the plastic zones of the rock surrounding a circular cavity show a similar distribution characteristic: the scope of the circumferential plastic zone decreases gradually with the distance away from the cavity centre, and, finally, it becomes a sharp point. This distribution characteristic of the plastic zone is completely consistent with the sharp-angular distribution law of the stress destructive power around a circular cavity in a nonuniform stress field. In the same stress field, nine different rock materials showed a similar sharppoint failure characteristic. Therefore, the directional sharppoint failure of rock surrounding a circular cavity is directly determined by the distribution characteristics of the stress field around the circular cavity, and rock with any material properties will suffer priority damage at the stress sharp point. Consequently, the present analysis of the mechanism of sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity is reasonable.
( ) Verification Analysis of the Sharp-Point Directionality.
Under the simulated stress conditions, the nine different rock materials all showed a sharp-point failure zone around a cavity. In Figure 19(9) , the range of the plastic zone was the smallest (R/a=2.4), although there was an obvious sharp angle in the plastic zone. When the range of the plastic zone R/a expanded from 2.4 to 20.2, the sharp-point angles of the plastic zone were all around 38.5 ∘ . After the sharp angle appeared in the plastic zone, the expansion direction of the sharp-point plastic zone hardly changed and the plastic zone expanded in one direction.
( ) Mechanism of the Rock Properties in the Sharp-Point
Failure. In a certain stress field, the properties of the rock material will affect the extension range of the plastic zone, as shown in Figure 19 . The range of the plastic zone decreases gradually with the increase in rock strength. The failure characteristics of the surrounding rock are entirely determined by the distribution laws of the stress field around a circular cavity, and the distribution characteristics of the stress field are related to the distance to the cavity centre. Under a constant stress condition, the distribution of the stress field around a circular cavity was determined, and different rock materials showed the distribution characteristics of the stress field in different regions.
. . Directional Sharp-Point Failure under Different Vertical Stresses.
With the lateral pressure coefficient and the rock parameters kept unchanged ( =3; the rock parameters are shown in Table 2 ), the vertical stress gradually increased from 10MPa to 100MPa. The shapes and the sharp-point angles of the plastic zone under different vertical stress conditions were studied statistically. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 20 .
( ) Verification Analysis of the Sharp-Point Directionality.
With the vertical stress increasing from 10 MPa to 100 MPa, the rock surrounding the plastic zone shows the same sharp angular distribution characteristic, as shown in Figure 20 . The range of the plastic zone was the smallest (R/a=2.0) when the vertical stress was the smallest (P=10 MPa), although there was an obvious sharp angle in the plastic zone. When the range of the plastic zone R/a expanded from 2.0 to 25.7, the sharp-point angles of the plastic zone were all basically around 38.5
∘ . After the sharp angle appeared in the plastic zone, the expansion direction of the sharp-point plastic zone hardly changed and the plastic zone expanded in one direction.
( ) Mechanism of the Vertical Stress in the Sharp-Point Failure.
Under certain conditions of the rock material and the lateral pressure coefficient, the vertical stress will affect the extension range of the plastic zone, as shown in Figure 19 . The range of the plastic zone increases gradually with the increase in vertical stress. Based on formula (2), the vertical stress P is a common factor in the stress solutions, and the stress values of each point in the field will be magnified with an increase of P, but the sharp-angular distribution of the stress field around a circular cavity will not be changed. Consequently, the sharp-point angle in each circumferential position will not be changed with the change of P. According to formulas (17) , (18) , and (19), the stress sharp-point angle was determined by the lateral pressure coefficient and the distance to the cavity centre. The vertical stress will affect the extension range of the plastic zone, and, therefore, the different vertical stresses show the distribution characteristics of the stress sharp-point angle in different regions.
. . Directional Sharp-Point Failure under Different Lateral Pressure Coefficients.
According to the verification analysis of schemes 1 and 2, the sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity is determined by the special distribution of the stress field around the cavity, and the position of the stress sharp point is directly related to the lateral pressure coefficient and the distance to the cavity centre. The rock properties and vertical stresses affect the position of the sharp-point failure zone by affecting the failure zone range in the stress field. In this part, the plastic zone range is changed by changing the vertical stress and the properties of the surrounding rock simultaneously, and the distribution of the angle of the sharp-point plastic zone under the plastic zone range from 2 to 40 with different lateral pressure coefficients (from 2 to 10) was simulated and studied. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 21 . ( ) Verification Analysis of the Sharp-Point Directionality. In Figure 21 , under the different lateral pressure coefficients, there will be obvious sharp angles when the plastic zone extends to a certain range, and then it will continue to expand along the sharp angular direction. When the lateral pressure coefficient is 2 as shown in Figure 21 (1), the outline of the plastic zone is a smooth elliptical shape [36, 37] when its range is less than four times the cavity radius (R/a<4), and there is no obvious sharp angle on the plastic zone; obvious sharp angles will appear when the range of the plastic zone is more than four times the cavity radius (R/a>4), in which case, it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ). When the lateral pressure coefficient is more than 3, obvious sharp angles will appear when the range of the plastic zone is very small (R/a=2), in which case, it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ). Therefore, the sharp angle will appear when the plastic zone extends to a larger range under the condition of a small lateral pressure coefficient or when the plastic zone extends to a small range under the condition of a larger lateral pressure coefficient, and then the plastic zone will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ).
( ) Analysis of the Error between the Plastic Zone and the Stress
Sharp-Point Angles. The stress solution around a circular cavity in formula (2) was based on the elastic mechanics. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the rock surrounding a failure zone with the help of the distribution law of the elastic stress field; the effect of the failure zone on the stress field was not considered, however. Therefore, there must be some deviations between the plastic zone and the stress sharppoint angle calculated by numerical simulation and theory. According to the numerical simulation results, the difference between the plastic zone and the stress sharp-point angles was large under the condition of a small lateral pressure coefficient, reaching 10 ∘ , whereas it gradually decreased and could be controlled within 5
∘ with the increase in the lateral pressure coefficient. The directional sharp-point failure of the surrounding rock is consistent with the angular distribution of the stress field, and there was a certain deviation in the numerical value between the sharp angles but within the controllable range.
( ) Mechanism of the Lateral Pressure Coefficient in the SharpPoint Failure. As shown in Figures 8, 10 , and 12, the lateral pressure coefficient has two effects on the stress field. First, when the lateral pressure coefficient increases, the stresses at the circumferential position around a circular cavity will increase as a whole, the stress destructive power of each point will increase, and the damage scope of the surrounding rock will also increase. Second, as shown in Figures 10 and 12 , the greater the lateral pressure coefficient, the steeper the stress curves and the more obvious the sharp-angular distribution of the stress field, and the sharp angle of the failure zone will appear in the smaller failure zone range.
( ) Directional Sharp-Point Failure under Uniaxial Compression.
To prove the universality of the directional sharp-point failure rules of the surrounding rock, we studied the stress field around a circular cavity under uniaxial compression, as shown in Figure 17 (c). The lateral pressure coefficient tends to infinity under uniaxial compression, and the general applicability of the directional sharp-point failure rules can be verified by compared with the situations of the lateral pressure coefficient from 2 to 10. Under uniaxial compression, an obvious sharp angle will appear when the range of the plastic zone is very small (R/a=2), and then it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ), as shown in Figure 22 . It is exactly the same as the situations of the lateral pressure coefficient from 3 to 10. The difference between the plastic zone and the stress sharp-point angles reaches the minimum value of 2.5
∘ under uniaxial compression. The directional sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity in a nonuniform stress field is a universal law: there will be obvious sharp angles when the plastic zone extends to a certain range, and then it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction. When the lateral pressure coefficient is less than 2, obvious sharp angles will appear when the range of the plastic zone is more than four times the cavity radius (R/a>4), and then it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ). When the lateral pressure coefficient is more than 3, obvious sharp angles will appear when the range of the plastic zone is very small (R/a=2), and then it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ). . . Interaction Mechanism of the Factors on the Directionality of the Sharp-Point Failure Zone. The laws of the directional sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity were discussed. Based on the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion, the factors affecting rock failure include stress conditions (vertical stress and lateral pressure coefficient) and rock mechanical properties. The lateral pressure coefficient and the distance to the cavity centre (R/a) directly affect the distribution of the stress sharp-point angle around a circular cavity. Therefore, they are the direct effective factors. Both rock properties and vertical stress indirectly affect the direction of the sharp-point failure zone by affecting the extension range of the plastic zone. The lateral pressure coefficient and the vertical stress simultaneously control the stress destructive power, and the rock properties determine the shear strength of the rock material. The interaction between the stress destructive power and the rock shear strength determines the extension range of the plastic zone and ultimately affects the direction of the sharp-point failure zone. The interaction mechanism of the factors on the directionality of the sharp-point failure zone is shown in Figure 23 .
Conclusions
To understand the failure mechanism and expansion rule of the rock surrounding an underground cavity, we studied the distribution characteristics of the circular stress field around an underground circular cavity and we presented the directional sharp-point failure mechanism of the rock surrounding such cavity. The main conclusions are as follows:
(1) The failure modes and expansion laws of the surrounding rock under large-scale failure were determined. An obvious sharp angle will be formed when the failure zone extends to a certain range, and then it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction.
(2) The mechanism of the sharp-point failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity was determined. Along the circumferential direction, the stress destructive power around the circular cavity increases first and then decreases, showing a sharp-angular distribution, and the rock with any material properties will suffer priority damage at the stress sharp point, forming the sharp-point failure zone.
(3) The directional expansion mechanism of the sharppoint failure zone around a circular cavity was determined, and the stress sharp-point angle criterion was proposed. Under certain stress conditions, the stress sharp-point angle will tend to be stable when the distance to the cavity centre is more than a certain distance, and the directional distribution of the stress sharp-point angle is the mechanical essence of the directional expansion of the rock surrounding a failure zone.
(4) The directional sharp-point failure mechanism of the rock surrounding a circular cavity was verified by using the FLAC 3D numerical simulation tests. The directional sharppoint failure of the rock surrounding a circular cavity in a nonuniform stress field is a universal law. When the lateral pressure coefficient is less than 2, obvious sharp angles will appear when the range of the plastic zone is more than four times the cavity radius (R/a>4), and then it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ). When the lateral pressure coefficient is more than 3, obvious sharp angles will appear when the range of the plastic zone is very small (R/a=2), and then it will continue to expand along the sharp-angular direction (approximately 38.5 ∘ ). (5) The large-scale expansion of the rock surrounding a failure area would cause severe destruction of the underground space and trigger underground disasters. According to the results of this work, the location of serious damage around a tunnel may be found. These results may provide references for the study of the underground engineering space maintenance, geological hazard prevention, and the failure mechanism of rock materials with cavities.
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